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Two lifeless
lifeless bodies drifting in the opaque waters of the Carrizal siphon should have
diving just isn't profitable. But
been enough to convince people that ill-equipped siphon diving
cavers, but after the recent
not Don Broussard and John Fish. Both were supposedly sane cavers,
incident in Tinaja one begins to wonder. As evidenced by the report below, one never
cavers should refrain from plunging into any waterknows what to expect. For this reason, cavers
filled passage
passage unless the most sophisticated diving equipment is in use and, most important,
the persons involved are experienced.

ACCIDENT REPORT
NEAR DROWNING
DROWNING IN SOTANO DE LA TINAJA
as told to Ronnie Fieseler by Don Broussard and John Fish
About 1 July 1972 a group of cavers
cavers entered S6tano de la Tinaja for the purpose of
pushing a siphon in an attempt to connect the cave with Sotano
S6tano del Arroyo. At the siphon,
Don Broussard prepared to enter the water. He was
was wearing a diving
diving mask and had a flashflashlight tied to his waist. A safety line was
was also tied to his waist and he was to be belayed by
John Fish.
Don entered the siphon and after swimming a short distance came to an air pocket
where he took 3 to 4 deep breaths. Evidently, the pocket contained very little oxygen and
a high concentration of carbon dioxide and Don passed out. John Fish and others saw the
light from the flashlight sinking to the bottom and rapidly pulled Don out of the water.
cavers
At the edge of the siphon Don showed no signs
signs of breathing. Acting rapidly, the cavers
large
present lifted Don upside down and poured water out of him. Pounding produced a large
given artificial respiration until he began to cough. After coughing
amount. He was then given
up more water Don slowly began to regain normal breathing and the group exited the cave
after Don had recovered sufficiently.
After a day's rest Don was
was his normal self except for very bloodshot eyes, which have
since then improved. This is essentially the story told to me while I was
was in Cd. Valles,
Valles,
shortly after the accident.
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1971
Date: 22-24 October 1971
Destination: Cueva de Constantln
Constantfn and Gruta de Garda
Location: NBR
Persons: R R Russell,
Russell, John Mikels,
Mikels, Nick Morales,
Morales, Aubrey Washington,
Washington, Tom Solis, Carlos
Barrera, Jodine Galion, Joe Kostyo, and Carolyn Smith
Mikels
Reported by: John Mikels
R R, Nick, Aubrey, and I split for Monterrey in RR's Scout to drive through to
Espinazo and redo the road-log.
road-log. Since I was
was only one who had been there before the trip
was also a tour and photoing excursion. The other group went to Monterrey to catch a
was
was worthwhile. Meanwhile
Meanwhile we drove through to
train for Espinazo to see if such a way was
logged the road all the way from Monterrey by Saturday morning.
Espinazo and carefully logged
We waited around town awhile for the train group, but they didn't show up, so the four
of us went to the cave to take pictures and check a lead. Not many pictures because of
camera problems. We managed to drive approximately 3/4 of the way from town to the
mountain. We spent about 4 hours in the cave.
cave. When
When we got out we found the other
group waiting for us at the base of the mountain. They had been unable to catch a train
until Saturday morning. They reached Espinazo a little before noon. So taking the train
there is risky because of uncertain schedules. Well they didn't really want to do the cave,
cave, so
we all piled in the Scout and returned to town. Messed
Messed around awhile and split for Monterrey.
A local told us of another cave on the opposite side of the mountain from Constantfn.
Constantln. Got to
check that one of these days. We got to Monterrey Saturday night and crashed in some little
park outside town. Next day we arose and went to Gruta de Garda. Paid our way in, but split
from the commercial tour quickly and spent about 2 hours prowling in the cave.
cave. Really nice.
Then out and to a Colonel Sanders Kentucky Fried Chicken in Monterrey. After eating we
headed home and got in late Sunday night.
Date: November 1971
Destination: Caves
Caves south of Micos
Micos (Municipio de Valles)
Valles) and caves
caves in the vicinity of Cartabrancha1 (Municipio de Jaumave)
brancha1
Location: SMa, Tamasopo Region-Micos, Morita, Otates and Minas
Minas Viejas
Viejas areas, Sierra de
Cartabrancha1 Area.
Guatemala Region, Cartabrancha1
David McKenzie
Persons: David
McKenzie and Bill
Bill Russell
Bill Russell
Russell
Reported by: Bill
The group returning from Tres Manantia1es met David
David McKenzie
McKenzie at the Hotel Mante.
That night David and Bill
Bill Russell drove south toward the village
village of Micos,
Micos, about 20 k NW of
Cd. Valles,
Valles, to visit a blind fish cave previously investigated by the German biologist Horst
Wilkins. This cave had originally been located by biologists from the joint Mexican-American
Mexican-American
Micos had told us on an
Vampire Control program. The owner of the Don Tomas ranch at Micos
was located at the end of a mountain ten miles southwest of
earlier visit that the fish cave was
Micos, so we drove to a small ranch near the end of the mountain and asked about the cave.
cave.
Micos,
The cave proved to be well-known and a guide was
was soon obtained who led us to the Horst
Wilkins fish cave, as well as two other smaller caves
caves nearby. The next two days were spent
cave (named by the Germans Cueva del Rio Subterraneo) and investigating the
mapping the cave
caves. Cueva
Cueva del Rio Subtemineo
Subterraneo proved to be 1230 feet long and divided into
other nearby caves.
two sections, one of which may continue. The cave
cave is located at the end of a long arroyo that
drains about ten km 2 of the swampy valley to the east of the cave.
cave. The main section of the
cave
cave is entered by climbing down over breakdown at the end of the arroyo. The upper section
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of the cave is reached through a tunnel that opens at the base of a cliff above the arroyo entrance. This tunnel is 20 ft high and 15 ft wide and ends in a 30-foot pit. We
We crossed the pit by
lassoing a formation on the far side of the pit, but 50 ft further on was
was another 30-foot pit
that we could not cross. We
We could see a passage
passage continuing on the other side. The passage
passage leading to the main cave goes steeply down over large breakdown to a depth of 70 ft, where there
is a temporary siphon that blocks access to the cave
cave during wet weather. Beyond this small secsection of cave, a steep slope of washed and rounded cobbles leads up to a larger horizontal passpassage.
age. This passage ends in a 10 foot climbable drop into the river passage.
passage. Here a stream flowing
about 20 gpm was encountered, probably derived mostly from the surface arroyo that sinks bepassage can be followed through waist-deep pools to a large
large
fore the cave entrance. The stream passage
room 100 ft long, 40 ft wide and 30 ft high. The stream crosses this room and siphons just beyond, 95 ft below the entrance. From this room, 30 ft above the siphon level, a passage scoured
by flood waters leads to a second room 240 ft long, 40 ft wide, and 30 ft high. A short passage
passage
leads from this room and ends in a second siphon. Both siphon pools contain numerous blind
fish, and some blind fish as well as eyed fish are present in the stream. After returning to Austin
it was discovered that the cave had been visited three days before by another Austin caving group.
(See trip report by GB Enquist, Gregg
Gregg Thompson, etc.)
Another cave about one km to the west of Cueva del Rio Subtemineo
Subterraneo proved to be a small
shelter with a passage
passage at the back leading steeply down to water. This cave, named by us, Cueva
del Lienzo, also contained both eyed and eyeless fish.
fish. We
We were also shown a cave
cave one mile to the
east of Cueva del Rio Subterraneo at the end of a small arroyo. By climbing over breakdown and
then descending a IS-foot vertical drop, we reached one end of a long stream passage from 4 to
10ft high, with several rooms. This passage
passage was followed for about 1000 ft to where the air became so poor (probably CO2 ),
) , that exploration was
was abandoned. The cave, named by us Cueva de
Otates, contained not only blind and eyed fish, but numerous crossbreeds with partially developed
eyes.
From the Micos
Micos area we drove north on the dry-weather-only road leading west and then
Micos along the Rio Naranjo, toward the town of EI Naranjo on highway 80 west of
north from Micos
Antiguo Morelos. Just south of EI Estribo Arch, a road leads across the Rio Naranjo and south
to Quinientos and from there back to Micos.
Micos. Six and a half miles from the arch a side road leads
west into the foothills to the village
village of Minas
Minas Viejas. Here we asked about caves
caves and were led to
caves high in the mountains. One pit we
several caves
caves near town and were told, as usual, of large caves
was near a beautiful 100 ft waterfall, about ten minutes walk from the road. The Minas
Minas
did visit was
Viejas area is promising, but apparently it would take several days on foot to reach large caves
Minas Viejas.
Viejas.
and return to Minas
From Minas Viejas Dave and I drove north through Mante and then to Encino, the Gateway
We had heard of a large deep pit in the northern Sierra de Guatemala,
to the Sierra de Guatemala. We
and planned to walk to Cartabranchal, the only inhabited place in the northern half of the range.
On a previous trip I had walked north along the road that followed the Rio Sabinas valley. This
road leads north from the west end of the low water bridge west of Encino, goes by the Nacimiento del Rio Frio, 300 m northeast of the village
village of La Puerta, through Ejido El Encinito (called
La Flor), and ends at San Pedro La Colina. From here a trail leads up to the Village of Monte
Cristo, and from Monte Cristo an abandoned trail zig-zags up the face of the range for about
2000 ft vertically to the abandoned lumber camp of Monte Carlo, now only an overgrown clearing. Monte Carlo was the furthest point north cavers had previously reached in the Sierra de
ing.
Guatemala and with David's Blazer we planned to drive as far as possible along the old road that
leads to Monte Carlo. This road leads north from Julillo, so we drove west from Encino across
the Rio Sabinas and up the steep east slope of the Sierra to Julillo. Here we turned north and
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kept right at the fork to Las Canoas and Joya de Salas, and finally reached the clearing
with the cement water tank which is all that remains of the large lumber camp, La Cueva,
6.3 mi north of the Joya de Salas Road. Beyond La Cueva we had to clear the road as we
dragging them back along the road
went by tying a cable from the Blazer to the logs
logs and dragging
until they were parallel with the road and we could drive past. Finally we came to a large
tree that couldn't be moved, and since it was an otherwise pleasant spot, we camped for
the night. At eight the next morning we left on foot for Cartabranchal, traveling fast and
light. We walked through Monte Carlo (10:00) and following the long-abandoned road, we
made good time, as much of the time we were walking relatively horizontally along the top
of the range. The old road finally ended (11 :50), and a trail continued. At I :00 we came
to a junction, where the trail to Cartabranchal turned left, and to the right was the trail
to Canon Diablo, the narrow gorge cut by the headwaters of the Rfo
Rio Sabinas. We
We arrived
at Cartabranchal about 2:00, and found that the ranch consisted of one extended family,
with several generations occupying two houses. We passed time waiting for the man of the
house to arrive by asking about pits in the area, then one of the women would point and
we would walk in that direction until we found a pit. We found four pits in the vicinity of
the ranch house: two close together to the west of the house, one 150 ft deep (S6tano
Rojo after the red soil),
soi}), and the other (Sotano
(S6tano Contigo) dropping about 30 ft to a slope.
was S6tano del Tanque across the stock pond from the ranch house,
The most promising was
West of this pit is a small pit, S6tano del
which is a pit dropping 80 ft to a sloping floor. West
Caracol, in the bed of a small draw. There is also a 30-foot deep mud-choked sink into
When Sr. Alvino Rfos
R{os rewhich most of the water in the main arroyo sinks after rains. When
turned we asked him about the big pit. His answer was that it was a disappointing 20 ft
deep and he could see no leads, though there might be some in the breakdown on the
bottom. Hurriedly returning to our car, we camped and then returned to Austin the next
day.
1971
Date: Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving holidays, 1971
Valles, San Luis Potosf
Potosi
Destination: Cd. Valles,
SMO
Location: SMO
Persons: Blake
Blake Harrison, Mike
Mike Walsh, Keith Heuss,
Heuss, Robert Hemperley, Sandi Luker, Stanly
Moerbe, Dale
Dale Pate, Jeri Jones
Reported by: Blake Harrison
We left San Marcos in two VW
VW busses, and arrived in Ciudad Valles in record time for a
VW.
VW. It took us about 7 hrs from the border. We met at the Hotel Covadonga, south of the
city. We were hoping to acquire the use of a private plane there, but were out of luck at
that time. There were several
several in the group that had not seen Cueva de Taninul n. 4, so we
spent the afternoon visiting it and taking pictures. We then drove to Xilitla after regrouping
at Valles.
Valles. We visited Cueva del Salitre, the large-mouthed cave seen just below town. It is
cave. After this we
we drove to the Englishman's
quite an impressive, easily accessible Mexican cave.
house west of the town and spent the night there. The next morning we were fortunate
was spent
enough to meet and talk to the owner of the house, a very fine person. That day was
with one group attempting to get another airplane to fly over the Ayutla, Queretaro area,
and another group visiting Huitzmolotitla and entering S6tano de San Antonio, a 386-foot
drop near Xilitla. A third group looked for Cueva de Christian, located in Arroyo Seco.
The next day after failing to get an airplane at the hotel again, our groups headed to S6tano
Valles. We wanted to get in some vertical work and attempt to
de Venadito, north of Valles.
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locate and possibly map a new section located earlier by Terry Raines. After a 45 minute
cave. Robert and Blake started
hike we were at the cave and soon had every one in the cave.
looking for the room in the given
given area. After some climbing and checking, Robert soon
found exactly what we were looking for. It was
was quite an impressive room and had several
several
leads in it. After checking the leads, we found that the room looped back over the main
passage. We took some pictures and began the climb out. Our tired group headed back to
passage.
the Los Sabinos campgrounds. We were so tired that both of us missed the turnoff the
first time. We crashed about 3 o'clock that morning. The next day we drove up the Micos
Micos
road following Bill
Bill Russell and David
David McKenzie.
McKenzie. We stopped and had a nice swim in the
Valles, etc., and the
El Salto river. After this our groups split up. One went back via Valles,
other went back via San Luis Potosi and Laredo.
Date: July and December 1971
Location: SMa and Chiapas Plateau
Reported by: Skip and Kathy Roy
Here are some trip reports culled from our Mexico trip. I've left out things like
Valles. Also the Christmas
Taninul n. 4, Bustamante, and the summer caving with Fish in Valles.
Arroyo stuff - figure that Broussard's journal has all that nitty-gritty.
July 1971: Steven Bittinger, Kathy Roy, Skip Roy
Puerto de la Zorra, Interamerican Highway about 10 mi north of Jacala.
Two short sessions of walking produced about a dozen small diameter pits, none
very fantastic. Maximum depth of 140 ft. This area is part of a group of large dolinas,
and has a fair amount of promise for deep stuff. The area checked is to the right of
the road heading south and is about 350 m by 800 m. Area outside of rectangle is
unchecked.
Puerto de la Zorra sign

Jacala
Jacala

+
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Bill Steele, Skip Roy
December 1971: Bill
Cueva de Rancho Nuevo, San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas
This cave is 300 m south of the dump 3 mi south of San Cristobal, about 200 m
west of the main highway. Unfortunately, we couldn't figure out which hole the
water sinks in near the entrance; it's a fair piece to base level
level - at least 2000 ft. We
did walk through about 3000 ft of big (20 ft x 50 ft) canyons with gloomy black
walls. Two reliable Americans say they found another passage
walls.
passage with an additional
1500 ft. Near the end of the part we saw the passage
passage changes to 45 0 bedding plane
passages. This cave is well worth both a survey and a good hard check-out - we just
passages.
sort of wandered around.

Date: 30 March - 3 April 1972
Destination: Various caves
caves in the Sierra de El Abra
Location: SMa; El Abra, Xilitla, and Jalpan
Persons: Randy Fugate, Bob Henry, Stewart Martin, John Graves,
Graves, Scott Harden
Reported by: Scott Harden
The first night we
we camped in the AMCS campground at Los Sabinos. The next morning we drove to Xilitla and looked around. John and I did the first drop in S6tano de
Huitzmolotitla (350 ft) near Tlamaya. The group got little sleep that night as Bob's tarp
is not waterproof. On the morning of the 1st we drove toward Jalpan. It was a great relief to get out of the wet, chilly mountains. We
We did Cueva de Puente de Dios and were
greatly impressed. It was
was dark when we exited and walked back to the truck. A nice fiesta
was
was going on in Jalpan. Our tired group collapsed at a good campsite near Ayutla. On
Easter day we had our first drink of pulque, drove to RIO Verde and then back to Valles
where we participated in another great fiesta. Once again we camped in the AMCS campground. On the last day of the trip, I went in Cueva de El Abra while the others waited
at the truck. We encountered Roger McMillan
McMillan and crew in Cd. Victoria. He had been near
Ocampo and found a 400 ft pit. We
We picked up some hitchhikers who had been from Alaska
to Yucatan and took them all the way to San Antonio, arriving about midnight.
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CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE MAP OF
"LA REGION DE LA SIERRA DE EL ABRA"
by William
William H. Russell

This map was compiled in 1969 and since that time muchhasbeen accomplished in the
caves have been located and explored, including some very sigsigEl Abra Region. Many new caves
nificant ones in the higher parts of the range, and mapping and exploration in the more
accessible caves
caves has continued. However, there are still large
large areas in the Sierra de El Abra
and the Sierra de Guatemala that have yet to be investigated, and many of the more promising caves
caves located from the air have yet to be visited. Although a new map is now being
prepared that will contain numerous corrections in geology and culture, the 1969 map is
still useful. Some of the more important corrections are included in the following list, but
all the additions and corrections are too numerous to list, and visitors to the area should
contact the AMCS for complete information.
The highway kilometer markers throughout the area have been changed; north of Cd.
Valles along Highway 85 subtract 465 from kilometer numbers shown on the map to change
Valles
Las
to the new system. Along the east face of the Sierra de El Abra, the important town of Las
Flores just south of Cementos Anahuac NW
NW of Tamuin has been omitted. About ten km to
the north, the two pits and the cave above the spring are shown about 3 km south of their
actual location. The western of the two "pits" is Hoya de Zimapan, Cueva de la Ceiba is the
cave to the north of the pits, and the cave marked Cueva de Ceiba on the map is Cueva de
las Cuates. About 10 km north of Estaci6n Tarnufn
Tamu{n the main road actually leaves
leaves the railR{o Tantoan
TantO<ln has
road and continues north almost to the state line. The Nacimiento of the Rfo
been omitted; it is located where the San Luis Potosi - Tamaulipas state line crosses the
east edge of the Sierra de El Abra, and the Rio Tantoan
TantO<ln forms the state boundary to the
east. The unnamed village
village just south of the Rio Santa Clara is Ejido Felipe Angeles; the
unnamed village
village on the railroad south of Cd. Mante is La Gavia, and the road from this
town to El Abra is now paved. Grutas de Quintero was omitted and is located 13 km SW
of Cd. Mante, 1 km south of the town of Quintero.
R{o Frio the geology is in error and should be disNorth of the Nacimiento of the Rfo
regarded. There are several nacimientos that form the source of the Rfo
R{o Frfo.
Fdo. The two main
nacimientos are the Poza Azul, or the Nacimiento del Rio Fno,
Fr{o, and the Nacimiento del
R{o
Rfo Nacimiento, about 1.5 km to the NNE. G6mez Fadas
Farias is built along a lava capped ridge
and igneous rock does not outcrop to the NE as indicated. The Nacimiento del Rio Sabinas
is not located directly at the base of the Sierra de Guatemala, but rather 1 km to the east,
at the north end of a canyon which the Rio Sabinas
Sabinas has cut through a low east-west limestone ridge connecting the Sierra de Guatemala with other limestone ridges to the east. The
Rto
R{o Sabinas channel continues north of the Nacimiento to the lower end of Canon
Caf'i6n del
Diablo, a deep, very narrow canyon cut into the east slope of the Sierra de Guatemala.
Further to the south the lumber camp 10 km NE of G6mez Farias, shown on the map
as La Perra, has been changed to El Porvenir and the cave, La Cueva de la Perra, is now
known as La Cueva de la Capilla, and is actually located 1.5 km west of El Porvenir. The
pit south of El Refugio is S6tano de Guacamaya (also called S6tano de El Refugio). The
town of Chamal is now officially L6pez Mateos, but this name is not in use locally. The
NW of Valles is not
pit 8 km NNW
NNW of Chama1 is S6tano de Caballo Moro. The canyon NW
Tamasopo Canyon, but Caf'i6n
Canon de Micos;
Micos; Caf'i6n
Canon de Tamasopo is further west. A new road
is under construction leading east from Llera to the north of the Rio Guayalejo. There are
numerous local roads to the west and northwest of Cd. Valles not shown on the map.
Additional copies of this 1969 map may be obtained through the AMCS for $1.50 each.
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF CAVES OF THE SIERRA DE EL ABRA
EL ABRA LIST NUMBER ONE, JULY 1, 1972

by William H. Russell
Alphabetized according to shortened form of name with articles and adjectives omitted.
no, arroyo, mina, nacimiento, grande, chic
chica,
a, joya (hoya),
S6tano, sotanito, cueva, cuevita, gruta, rfo,
puente, puerto, boca, and rancho are omitted when there are following words. San, Santa, Don,
and Dona are considered part of the shortened name. A plus before the depth indicates elevation above the lowermost entrance, a plus after the length or depth indicates the cave is only
partly explored. An E means the depth is estimated from the air. Parentheses indicate an unnamed cave listed below a geographically adjacent cave. Unnumbered names are alternate names.
Name
1. Abra
2. (pit above)
Agua
3. Aguacate n. 1
4. Aguacate n. 2
5. Arroyo 1
6. Caldera
7. (pit on trail)
8. (pit to north)
Campana
Cap ill a
9. Ceiba
10. Chica
11. (cave SE)
12. Choy
13. (fissure cave)
Cieba
14. Cincuenta y Seis
15. Collins
16. Colmena
17. (pit by Soyate)
18. (pit near road)
19. (pit with vine)
20. (walk-in cave)
21. (short cave)
22. Colmenas
23. (pit NE)
SW)
24. (pit SW)
25. Coy
26. Cuatas (Este)
27. Cuatas (Oeste)
28. Cuates
29. Culebra
30. Curva
31. Doble Norte
32. Doble Sur
33. Don Pedro

Area

Length

Quintero
Quintero
Taninul
La Noria
La Noria
Los Sabinos
Sabin os
La Gavia
La Gavia
La Gavia
Quintero
Tanchipa
La Ceiba
E1 Pujal
E1 Pujal
Taninu1
Taninul
La Ceiba
Taninul
Los Sabinos
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Taninu1
Taninu1
Taninul
Quintero
Quintero
Quintero
Salsipuedes
El PujaJ
PujaJ
El Pujal
La Ceiba
Los Monos
Taninul
Los Monos
Los Monos
La Noria

1460
389
91
10
See Curva
100
12
30
6
21000+
400
400
240
8
25
80
200E
See Pach6n
See Tanchipa
737
647
1000+
35
300+
20
400
+200
150
100
See Ceiba
40
511
10
130
300
150
50
100
10
40
40
50
150
20
20
10
800
250+
12
25
50+
50E
270
100
15
90
300
90
300
+200
420
20
700
124
40
74
25
30
10
120

Depth

Prefixes
Preftxes

Cueva de El
CUeva del
Cueva de Joya de
Cueva de Joya de
S6tano del
La
Cueva de la
Cueva de la
1a
Cueva de 1a
Cueva

Cueva del Nacimiento del R(o
Rfo
1a
Cueva de 1a
S6tano
S6tano de
Cueva de 1a
1a

Cueva de las

Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio
Las
Las
Cueva de las
S6tano de la
Cueva de la
S6tano
S6tano
S6tano de
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

69.
70.
71.

72.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Name

Area

Length

Escalera
(horizontal cave)
(pit near hut)
(pit by trail)
Escondido
(north of road)
(south of road)
Este
Fer-de-Lance
F
errocarril
Ferrocarril
Florida
F6siles
Gadsden
(power line pit)
(field pit n. 54)
(field pit n. 55)
(pit to S n. 58)
Grande
Guano
Higuer6n
Jabal{
Jabalf
Japones
Jos
Lagarto
Lajita
Le6n
Loro
Mante
Mante
(small room cave)
(siphon cave SW)
Manuel
Mariposa
Matapalma
Matepalma
Monos
(pit by trail)
(pit by trail)
Montecillosf
Montecillos 2
Montecillosf2
Montecillos
Nilo
Nopal Grande
Noria
Noria
(pit by road)
Ojites
Orquidea
Pach6n
Pach6n
Pajaros

Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Monos
Monos·
El Pujal
Taninul
Quintero
Quintero
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
El Pujal
La Ceiba
Los Monos
La Ceiba
Yerbaniz
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Monos
El Pujal
Quintero
Quintero
Quintero
El Pujal
Taninul
Yerbaniz
Yerbaniz
Los Monos
Los Monos
Los Monos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Tantobal
Los Monos
La Noria
La Noria
La Noria
Los Monos
Los Monos
Quintero
Quintero
Quintero

200
96
400
40
10
40
10
70
400
50
30
25
40
50
40
156
?
?
See Curva
5300
90
150
250
443
15
10
100
15
20
40
8
30+
25
1520
90
Jabalf
See Ventana Jabal(
550
208
Jabalf
See Ventana Jabal{
10200+
300
1108
277
40
180
35
20
110
30
700
195
150
50
110
+60
20
10
100
60
1000
35
75
10
5649+
283
See Matapalma
2771
951
15
25
10
30
10073
374
See Montecillos
50?
3
45
289
120
100
50
30
10
20
350
200
225
135
893
12
See San Lazaro
330
53

Depth

Prefixes
PrefIXes
S6tano de la

S6tano
S6tano del
S6tano del
S6tano del
Cueva de la
Cueva de los
S6tano de

Cueva
Cueva del
Hoya de
Cueva del
S6tano del
S6tano de
S6tano del
S6tano del
Cueva de
S6tano de
Cueva/S6tano de
Cueva del Nacimiento del RIo
S6tano de
Cueva de
S6tano de
S6tano de
S6tano & Cueva de los
Sistema de
Sotanito
Cueva del
S6tano del
S6tano de la
Puente Natural de la
Cueva de los
S6tano de
Cueva de EI
Cuevacita de El
Cueva/Tunel de los
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78. Palma Seca
79. Palmas
Pechojumof2
Pechojumo
Pichijumof
Pichijumo 2
80. Piedras
81. Pinta
Preisser
82. Pujal
83. Quilas
84. Quintero
85. Raiz
86. (adjacent pit)
87.Raiz
88. Ranas
89. Ratas
90. Riachuelo
91. Roca
92. Rodeo
Sabinos!1
93. Sabinos
94. San Lazaro
San Luis
95. San Nicolas
96. (cave east)
97. San Rafael
98. San Rafael
99. Santa Elena
100. Seco
101. Seco
102. Seco
103. 70 Foot Pit
Sotanito
104. Soyate
105. Tanchipa
106. (pit north)
107. Taninu1 n. 1
108. Taninul n. 2
109. Taninul n. 3
110. Taninul n. 4
III. Tantoan
112. Tantobal
lB.
l l S. Tarantula
114. Tigre
liS.
n s. Tinaja1
116. (waterfall cave)
117. (pit in arroyo)
118. (pit above)
119. (Ediger's pit)
120. Toro
121. Valdosa
122. (pit across hwy)
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Length

Los Sabinos
Taninul
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Monos
La Ceiba
EI Pujal
San Ricardo
Quintero
San Ricardo
San Ricardo
Tantobal
EI Pujal
Los Sabinos
Riachuelo
Los Sabinos
Yerbaniz
Los Sabinos
Quintero
La Ceiba
Quintero
Quintero
San Rafael
San Rafael
La Noria
Tantoan
Tantoan
Tantoan
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Tanchipa
Tanchipa
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Taninul
Tantoan
Tantobal
La-Noria
LaNoria
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
Los Sabinos
EI Pujal
Taninul
Taninul

490
172
25
100
See Montecillos
See Montecillos
1500
160
725
84
See Ceiba
75
20
ISO
200
4400
60+
135
91
25
36
ISO
25
20+
4
ISO
40
200
20
30+
130
50
50
5000
390
300
20
Jabal(
See Ventana Jabalf
800
25
15
30
20
5
150
150
600
200
60+(? )
15
100
20
375
60
10
70
See Ratas
675
781
400
400
60
200E
553
41
1008
160
ISO
5
660
40
40
10
400
60
20
110
10000
530
14300
275
50
30
IS
30
10
ISO
ISO
20+
30
25
205
400
40
10
30

Depth
Depth

PrefIxes
Prefixes
S6tano de
Cueva de las
S6tano de
S6tano de
S6tano de las
Cueva
S6tano de
Pozo de EI
S6tano de las
Grutas de
S6tano del
Cueva del
Cueva de las
Cueva de las
Cueva de
S6tano de la
Ia
S6tano del
Cueva de Los
Cueva/Mina de
Mina de
Cueva de
Cueva del Nacimiento de
S6tano de
Cueva de
Cueva del Arroyo
Cueva Chica del Arroyo
Cueva Grande del Arroyo

Cuevita de
S6tano de
Cueva de
Cueva de
Cueva de
Cueva de
Cueva de
Sotanito de
Cueva de
S6tano de la
S6tano del
S6tano (Cueva) de la

S6tano del
Cueva de
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123. Venadito
124. Ventana Jabal{
125. Verde
Virgen
126. Verba
127. Yerbaniz
128. Zimapan

Area

Length

La Noria
La Ceiba
San Ricardo
Taninul
Taninul
Yerbaniz
Los Monos

5000+
500
1275
550
30
10
part ofChoy
150
40
5300
312
1690
1050

Depth

Prefixes
PrefIxes

S6tano de El
Cueva
Cueva de La
Cueva de la
S6tano de
Hoya de

lCueva de Los Sabinos, S6tano del Arroyo, and S6tano de la Tinaja can be considered as one
system of over 40,000 ft, since Arroyo and Los Sabinos are separated by a short section of
water-filled passage, and Arroyo and Tinaja are separated by an even shorter siphon. Strong
airflow near the Arroyo - Los Sabinos connection indicates the possibility of a traversable
connection.

2S6tano de Pechojumo (Pichijumo) and the Sotanito de Montecillos form the Sistema de
Montecillos. Voice and light communication were made across a small siphon. Sotanito de
Montecillos has 5708 ft of passage and Pechojumo has 4365.
COMMENTS
The number of caves is somewhat arbitrary, as to be included on the list a cave had to
meet one of the following requirements: (1) have a name, 2) have actually been entered, or
3) have been seen from the air to be a major cave. Only one cave, S6tano de Fer-de-Lance
(for obvious reasons) has been named and not entered. Three major pits located from the air
but not yet visited are included. Not included are 4 pits (3 just east of Cueva Chica) accurately
located but not entered plus four definate cave entrances located from the air but not entered,
as well as about 15 probable cave entrances, some of which will be only overhanging cliffs.
These leads are rapidly being checked and most of these uncertainties will soon be eliminated.
Uncertainties as to the number of caves also arise due to questionable connections such
as siphons, small holes, and breakdown or flowstone blocks that mayor may not be considered
to divide a cave into two or more caves. S6tano de Pechojumo (Pichijumo) and Sotanito de
Montecillos have been connected by voice communication above a short siphon. S6tano del
Arroyo and Cueva de Los Sabinos are probably connected by about 200 ft of water-filled
passage, and Arroyo also approaches S6tano de la Tinaja closely, and air flow indicates a
connection. Most caves in the region are so widely scattered that there is little likelihood that
many on the present list will be found to connect. There are at least 20 major karst features
(sinks, fissures, dolinas, solution troughs) seen from the air and as yet unvisited. Most of these
features appear to be part of locally intense areas of solution promising many new caves. The
next list of E1 Abra caves will certainly be considerably longer.
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GEOGRAPHICAL CHECKLIST OF THE CAYES OF THE SIERRA DE EL ABRA
by William H. Russell

In order to facilitate the study of the caves of the Sierra de El Abra the range has been
divided into sixteen local areas of similar geology, topography, climate, and geomorphic history. Thus the caves of one area can be compared with those of another, and the factors that
influence cavern development conveniently examined. A list of caves arranged by these small
geographic regions makes finding information on a cave when only its location is known much
less difficult, as only a short list need be searched. As is obvious from a brief review of the
following list, many areas of the Sierra de El Abra have yet to be thoroughly investigated.
The greatest lack of knowledge is in one of the most promising areas of the entire range, the
high central part of the range in the Tanchipa and La Gavia areas.
This list tends to emphasize the smaller caves, as a detailed description of the larger
caves would require several pages each. Individual large caves and areas will be described in
future articles. So little is yet known about the El Abra that it is likely that the second hundred caves to be discovered will be as large at the first hundred. The names of the local areas
from north to south in the order listed, together with the number of caves known from each
area as of July 1, 1972 are: Riachuelo 1, San Rafael 2, Quintero 16, Tantoan 4, La Gavia 3,
La Noria 9, La Ceiba 3, Tanchipa 2, San Ricardo 4, Los Monos 14, Yerbaniz 4, Los Sabinos
23, Taninul 28. El Pujalll, Tantobal 3, Salsipuedes 1. Numbers following the name of a
cave refer to the alphabetical listing preceding this list.
Riachuelo Area: From the northernmost part of the Sierra, where it joins the Sierra de
Guatemala, to two kilometers south of the Servilleta Canyon.
Cueva de Riachuelo (90) is located on the north side of the Servilleta canyon about 200
yds from the east end of the canyon. The main passage is about 150 ft long, 15 ft wide, and
10 to 20 ft high. Near the entrance a side passage leads sharply upward to another entrance,
and near the back of the cave a side passage leads to the right for 75 ft. The cave is dry and
has been mined for phosphates. The Nacimiento de Riachuelo flows from a pool (no cave)
about 0.5 km to the north of the cave.
San Rafael Area: The segment of the range near the village of San Rafael de los Castros,
from the Riachuelo area to 5 km south of San Rafael.
Cueva del Nacimiento de San Rafael de los Castros (97) is a small cave at the nacimiento
on the south edge of the village of San Rafael. The cave consists of a downward-sloping tube
about 4 ft in diameter that siphons after 10ft. An underwater passage can be seen to continue. S6tano de San Rafael (98) is located a few hundred feet above the nacimiento. The
entrance is a fissure 60 ft long and 20 ft wide that drops 60 ft to breakdown. Crawlways lead
to lower level rooms.
Quintero Area: The area from about 3 km north of the Nacimiento del R(o
Rro Mante south
past the towns of Quintero and Pach6n, to about 4 km south of the El Abra pass where highway 85 crosses the range southwest of Ciudad Mante.
Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Mante (59). At present the level of water has been slightly
raised by a diversion dam downstream from the nacimiento and only two small caves are accessible. The largest is a fissure trending south from the cliff at the west end of the nacimiento.
This fissure is about 150 ft long and there are two skylight entrances. The floor of the cave
is covered with breakdown blocks and deep pools of water. A cave (60) consisting of one small
room is located at the north edge of the nacimiento. It is possible that before the diversion dam
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was built a larger cave was accessible. Alejandro Prieto in his book, Historia y Estadz'stica
Estadtstica del
Estado del Tamaulipas, describes his exploration of a cave at the nacimiento in 1860 as "going
through two or three feet of water for 20 meters to where it was too dark to proceed farther."
This was apparently upstream in the main nacimiento.
Cueva de los F6siles (44) is primarily a large room from which much fill has been removed
is
for its mineral content. From this entrance room a side passage
passage leads to a skylight. This cave
cave is
reported to be about 1mi SW
SW of the nacimiento. At the same approximate location a cave
cave opecave
ning was seen from the air at the base of a cliff on the east face of the range. Also a small cave
(61) about one-half mile SW
SW of the nacimiento was
was reported to lead downward to a siphon
after about 100 ft.
SW of
Cueva de las Colmenas (22) extends west from an impressive sink about 400 yds SW
Quintero on the flat top of the range. The entrance sink is about 200 ft long, 100 ft wide, and
60 ft deep, but can be entered down a breakdown slope. From the sink a steep slope leads
downward to a horizontal passage
passage extending for about 300 ft through several crawlways. Near
the end of this passage a small squeeze to the right leads to a pit over 200 ft deep, as yet undescended. Another sink (24), somewhat smaller than the Colmenas sink was seen from the
air about 200 m to the SW. A small climbable sink (23) 100 m NE of the Colmenas sink was
explored downward for about 25 ft to where a rock blocked the top of a 25-foot pit. The
range above Quintero is spotted with sinks and pits. Alejandro Prieto, who laid out the village
village
of Quintero in 1860, reported finding a pit above the village
village of Quintero in which rocks fell
for 12 sec (probably not free) until they produced a sharp crack "like a body opening a way
into the water."
Grutas de Quintero (84) is located about 2 km by road south of the town of Quintero,
where a stone stairway leads to the entrance. The frequently visited main part of the cave
cave
consists of a spacious passage
passage 30 ft wide and 20 to 40 ft high. Immediately inside the entrance the passage
passage divides and rejoins after 300 ft just before a skylight. Beyond the skylight
the passage
passage continues for 1450 ft to a 30-foot pit. This section of the cave
cave contains numerous
travertine dams and several short side passages
passages leading to pools. Throughout this area phosphate miners have dug pits and built trails, and the operations have damaged many of the
travertine dams. Beyond the pit is
is a short wet passage,
passage, which enlarges to 10ft wide and 8 ft
high and continues past a right fork for 2000 ft to a flowstone mass that almost blocks the
passage. A hole too small to traverse continues. The right fork leads to an almost unclimbable
passage.
8-foot wall and extends for 650 ft to a small pit as yet unexplored.
is a walking size tunnel in the north side of an arroyo about
Cueva de San Lazaro (94) is
flow1 km N of Cueva de la Florida. The tunnel jogs right after about 200 ft and ends in a flowstone block. The entrance of the cave is about 20 ft above an arroyo and the cave follows
the strike of the steeply dipping beds along the west flank of the El Abra anticline. Cueva
is located 1 mi N of the village
village of El Pach6n, on the west slope of the El
de la Florida (43) is
Abra Range. Just inside the entrance the cave divides into almost separate systems. The
right-hand tunnel is a sinuous passage
passage averaging
averaging 10ft
l G ft wide and 15 ft high. There is one
major side passage
passage and several interconnections, and a crawlway that leads to a blind 60foot pit. The main right-hand passage ends in a steep upward slope of flowstone, and above
this a small water-crawl extends for several hundred feet. The larger left-hand tunnel leads
through several rooms, the innermost containing numerous bats, and finally comes to a slope
leading down to a pool of liquid guano. Beyond the pool is a steep climb over flowstone and
the passage
passage ends in an unclimbed dome. A few hundred feet down the left-hand tunnel from
the entrance a tortuous passage, mostly of crawlway size, leads to a small entrance on the
side of an arroyo. The main entrance to the Cueva de la Florida is in the north end of a
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shallow sink. From the south end of this sink a small entrance leads to the "Parrot Tunnel" or
Cueva de los Pajaros (77) that opens on a cliff overlooking an arroyo 200 ft to the south.
Cueva de EI Pach6n (76) is an 800-foot long cave above the village
village well at the south edge
of the village
village of E1 Pach6n. The cave
cave has also been called Cueva de la Campana after a formation at the end of the cave that rings like a bell. From just inside the entrance a mud-floored
passage 20 ft wide and from 8 to 16 ft high extends for 600 ft to a lake 100 ft long. The cave
passage
ends beyond the lake in a mud slope. Water apparently flows from the cave after heavy rains.
Cueva de El Abra (l) is a large frequently-visited cave
cave and is visible from Highway 85 in the El
Abra pass SW
SW of Cd. Mante. The 70-foot wide, 60-foot high entrance opens into a large passage
passage
level with a skylight high above. This pit drops
leading 600 ft to an 89-foot drop to the lower level
into the center of the 650-foot long lower level which slopes steeply upward to the north and
downward to the south. Above the cave near the power line is a 9 I-foot pit (2). Cueva de San
Nicolas (95) is located just above the north rim of the El Abra pass about halfway through the
pass. The cave is
is about 800 ft long and consists mostly of wide dirt-floored passage from 6 to
10ft high. A test pit dug in the floor passed through an estimated 40 ft of fill.
fill. Just to the
east of Cueva de San Nicolas on the north side of a small sink is a short cave (96), really more
of a shelter.
Tantoan Area: The steep east slope of the Sierra de El Abra from west of La Gavia to
5 km south of the San Luis Potosi - Tamaulipas state line.
Cueva Chica de Arroyo Seco (l 01) is
is located west of the Ejido Felipe Angeles at the base
of the range just above a permanent pool at the head of the normally dry Arroyo Seco. The
cave entrance is
cave
level and floodwater at times apparently flows
is about 20 ft above normal pool level
cave. The cave is 15 ft high, 20 ft wide, and about 200 ft long.
from both the pool and the cave.
Toward the back the cave narrows and two fissures lead down to water at about pool level.
level.
Cueva Grande de Arroyo Seco (l02) is located about 100 ft above and slightly north of Cueva
Chica de Arroyo Seco. Its inconspicuous entrance leads to a room 20 ft high and 40 ft in
diameter. Two fissures lead from this room: one goes over a handline drop to a deep pool, and
the other extends 250 ft to a pool formed along a series of parallel fissures, some partially
dissolved
dissolved partitions rising like knife edged icebergs from the lake. A small 40-foot pit (111 )
to water exists near the Nacimiento of the Rio Tantoan, and about 3 km south of the Rio
Tantoan, Cueva del Arroyo Seco is located at the head of another normally dry arroyo.
This cave is locally reported to be long but, it has been visited only when the arroyo was
passages were blocked by high water.
flowing and any possible passages
La Gavia Area: The high, relatively flat crest of the range from 5 km south of the EI
Abra pass to near the San Luis Potosi - Tamaulipas state line.
This large area is poorly known, with only the large sink, La Caldera (6) having been
visited. La Caldera is 1200 ft long, 300 ft wide, and 200 ft deep with nearly vertical walls
walls
except toward the south where it is deeply undercut. Crawlways lead to about 300 ft of
small cave.
cave. About 2 km north of the Caldera is a pit seen only from the air. This pit (80)
appears to drop about 200 ft to a vine-covered floor.
La Noria Area: The western slope of the range from east of Antigua Morelos to the
San Luis Potosi - Tamaulipas state line.
Cueva de Santa Elena (99) is located at the west edge of the El Abra Limestone outcrop and has a large,
large, shelter-like entrance, one end of a once larger room. A crawlway
spirals downward from this room to a 20-foot drop into a dome room. Beyond the dome
room are two 30-foot drops, the last dropping into a large room over 200 ft long and perhaps 100 ft high. Mudbanks indicate this room floods, but it is possible to squeeze down
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through breakdown for at least 50 ft. S6tano de la Noria (72) receives drainage from several
large fields. The inconspicuous entrance (located at the edge of a field 1 km north of the La
Noria ranch 'house') drops 20 ft to an offset, where another drop leads down past a natural
fisbridge into a prominent fissure. Another pit drops 30 ft, but beyond this drop the main fissure was blocked with debris. It would be worthwhile to clear this fissure as it should lead to
is across a field and just into the woods SE of
much more cave.
cave. S6tano de Tarantula (113) is
the La Noria ranch 'house'. This pit drops 60 ft to a breakdown plug, then offsets into a parallel pit and goes down 50 ft to a dead-end. Puente de la Noria (72) is a natural bridge 30 ft
long spanning a small sink. There is also a small 20-foot pit (73) north of the road just before
the ranch. One km south of the ranch 'house' and just SE of the bend in the road is a NE
trending line of sinks as yet unvisited.
San Ricardo Area: The western slope of the range from the state line south to near K 19
north of Valles, essentially the Ponciano Arriaga Ranch.
S6tano de las Quilas (83), located east of Buena Vista, is a pit dropping 180 ft into an
Ra{z (87), located NE of the Ponciano Arriaga
irregular room about 100 ft long. S6tano de la Rafz
ranch headquarters, has developed where a small gully drops 86 ft into a narrow fissure, then
flows about 100 ft under two skylights and sinks into mud. Another pit (86), 20 ft away and
36 ft deep, is possibly connected through small cracks. Cueva Verde (125) is a lO-foot high
horizontal passage
passage about 50 ft long.
Tanchipa Area: The high, relatively flat crest of the range from near the state line south
to directly east of K 25 on the highway north of Valles.
Valles.
Cueva de Tanchipa (105) is located 300 m south of the chapel built at the site of an airplane crash. A breakdown slope extends from the entrance down to the cave's upper level,
level, a
room 30 to 75 ft high and about 300 ft long. From this room a fissure can be followed down
a series of pits to a depth of about 400 ft where a narrow constriction has blocked exploracave
tion. Below this constriction is a drop of over 50 ft. Airflow and geology indicate the cave
is a deep pit seen from the air (106); near this
will continue. About 1 mi north of the chapel is
pit are several promising sinks and large dolinas.
La Ceiba Area: The steep east slope of the range from 5 km south of the state line to
near the Cementos Anahuac Plant.
Cueva de las Cuatas (28) opens on the east face near the north boundary of Rancho
Zimapan and is a fissure about 300 ft long and 30 ft wide with a high skylight and a relatively
flat floor. The main passage
passage of Cueva de la Ceiba (9) is a nearly horizontal passage
passage 50 ft wide
and 730 ft long ending in a high dome and a skylight. Two hundred feet from the end a pit
passage goes down 300 feet over a series of drops to a terminal room 370
in the center of the passage
ft below the entrance. This room contains bones in a clay fill.
fill. Ventana JabaH(124) offers
one of the most satisfying sights in Mexico when, during the summer months, beams of suncave.
light from the 503-foot skylight shine past a high natural bridge onto the floor of the cave.
high. The
The cave is essentially a l200-foot long solution tunnel 40 to 90 ft wide and very high.
floor of the cave
cave rises toward the back and at the end a small hole connects with a high dome
room. The 60-foot high entrance to Ventana Jabalf
JabaH is visible from the road north of Estaci6n
Tamuin.
Yerbaniz Area: The area west of Highway 85 drained by arroyos Yerbaniz and Japones.
S6tano de Yerbaniz (127) is located about 1 km west of highway 85 at K 22.8 north of
Cd. Valles at the end of the Arroyo Yerbaniz. All the water flowing down the arroyo enters
the pit except during the largest floods, when it is possible that some water is able to bypass
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S6tano de Yerbaniz and flow down the valley and enter S6tano de Matapalma (64) 2 km to the
SW. The Arroyo Yerbaniz has only recently begun to flow into S6tano de Yerbaniz and the old
arroyo leading to S6tano de Matapalma is only a few feet above the new arroyo leading into
S6tano de Yerbaniz. The Yerbaniz entrance is a slot 40 ft long and 10ft wide that drops 200
ft to the first level, a low room with many pillars and alcoves. Several pits connect the first level
level
with the second level, also a low irregular room. On the second level, passages extend to the edge
of a mud-floored room 360 ft long and 100 ft wide, whose floor is about 60 ft below the second
level.
level. A lake at one end of this room is the lowest point in the cave, 312 ft below the entrance.
A passage also leads from the second level to a drop into a large passage that soon siphons, and
level. Flood debris is present
from the large mud room a passage leads to a lake at the 3l2-foot level.
is entered by a l80-foot drop at the end of a
throughout the cave. S6tano de Matapalma (64) is
short arroyo. Below the entrance pit is a breakdown-floored room 350 ft long and 90 ft wide.
A passage 20 ft wide and from 10 to 30 ft high goes south 1200 ft to a junction. To the left a
large, unexplored water passage offers a challenge to surveyors. The main passage continues
north and then turns SW,
SW, finally ending in a siphon 4300 ft beyond the water passage. S6tano
de Japones (52) is the southmost of the large Yerbaniz area caves and the easiest to reach.
Follow Arroyo Japones from where it crosses the highway at K 19.4 about 1 mi to the west
where it drops into the s6tano. One main passage is most easily reached by climbing down a
small hole on the left side of the arroyo just before the main pit. This hole eventually drops
into a fissure passage that is several thousand feet long. At some points it is possible to chimney
down to deep water. From the bottom of the main entrance pit passages lead to a maze level
with several thousand feet of low rooms and interconnecting crawlways. Several pits drop from
the maze level into unsurveyed lower levels where long stream passages are reported. More than
10,000 ft of passage have been surveyed, and no surveys have yet reached the lowest stream
level.
level.
Los Sabinos Area: The west slope of the range from east of K 19 north of Ciudad Valles,
to near the power line NE of Cd. Valles.
is now approachable by a rough road that passes within a hundred
S6tano del Tigre (114) is
meters of the entrance. The 265-foot entrance drop is located at the end of an arroyo about 2 km
long that has cut down to the El Abra Limestone through the overlying non-cavernous rock.
The entrance drop is broken by a ledge with a pool about 190 ft below the lip. From the bottom a large passage leads 200 ft to a junction. Here a passage turns right 200 ft to a 30-foot
drop into the Ricinuleid Passage, an upstream silt-floored passage about 1000 ft long inhabited
by a large colony of ricinuleids, rare tick-like arachnids relatively common in the Sierra de E1
Abra. A complex of passages interconnect the entrance pit and the ricinuleid junction. From
this area the main downstream passage extends first as a high fissure, then continues through
shallow water to a lake 800 ft long with ceiling heights of only a few feet. This passage finally
ends in a large mud-banked terminal siphon room. S6tano de la Roca (91) is located just above
the arroyo bed, downstream from a large boulder in the main arroyo east of the village of
Los Sabinos. The pit receives water only during major floods. A 10-foot drop leads into a
small dirt-floored room, where a small hole opens into a 120-foot pit. At the bottom a muddy
fissure drops 8 ft into a small but promising crawlway with air flow.
S6tano del Arroyo (5) is located at the end of a large arroyo that drains the valley north
and northeast of Los Sabinos. This easily accessible cave was one of the first large El Abra caves
caves
to be explored, but until recently only a small part of the cave had been visited. Over 21,000 ft
of passage have been mapped, making it presently the longest surveyed cave in Mexico. The
cave is part of a system of over 40,000 ft of passage, being separated only by a section of waterfilled passage from Cueva de Los Sabinos. The cave also probably connects with S6tano de la
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Tinaja 1.6 km to the south. The ends of major passages
passages in Arroyo line up with major passages
passages
in Tinaja, and a strong air flow toward Tinaja indicates a physical connection. The 50-foot
entrance drop into S6tano del Arroyo is reached by a short handline drop in the arroyo bed.
is essentially a large slot about 150 ft deep except where the arroyo enters. The
The entrance is
main passage from the entrance slot goes several hundred feet to a junction. Here a long water
passage circles to the right and eventually connects with the entrance, 30 ft below the arroyo.
passage
The main passage
passage continues over two 40-foot drops, the last into a triangular room with a lake
at the far corner. From the bottom of the drop into the triangle room a fissure leads up into a
passage
passage that extends almost to Cueva de Los Sabinos, but ends in a pool before connecting.
Across the lake at the low end of the triangle room a passage
passage leads to a 30-foot drop into a
passage trend south and almost intersect passpasspool. Beyond this pool several thousand feet of passage
ages in S6tano de la Tinaja. Several passages
passages end in siphons or breakdown and flowstone
ages
blocks, but some drop into a large lower level
level passage
passage that has not been explored due to high
levels
levels of CO2 caused by decaying debris brought in by floods. Above S6tano del Arroyo an
unnamed 70-foot pit (103) has been located near the entrance.
Cueva de los Sabinos (93) is entered through a 100-foot high, 50-foot wide entrance in
the side of a large sink 700 m east of the S6tano del Arroyo. No water flows into this opening.
From the entrance a steep breakdown slope leads to a junction. From the junction area several
several
smaller passages
passages continue along parallel fissures,
fissures, but the main passage
passage goes 400 ft toward the
north and also back to the left under the entrance, where there is a ladder leading to the lower
level. Below the ladder the passage
passage enlarges to 40 ft wide,20 ft high, and extends toward S6tan
tanaa del Arroyo, ending in a siphon. Two hundred feet from S6tano del Arroyo extensive
water passages
passages at this level
level also siphon.
S6tano de la Tinaja (115) can be entered without equipment, by climbing over rocks and
passages in Tinaja form a rough square. The entrance passage
passage
ledges in the arroyo. The main passages
Passage, which averages
averages
trends east for about 1500 ft to a 30-foot drop into the Sandy-Floored Passage,
passage trends generally north for 2000 ft to the Lake
30 ft wide and IOta 15 ft high. This passage
Passage,
Passage, which continues west for 1000 ft more. From the entrance a water crawl leads north
almost to the lake passage.
passage. A downstream passage
passage carries floodwater from the south end of
the Sandy-Floored Passage
Passage over a series of drops and obstructions to a large, deep siphon.
Passages from S6tano del Arroyo extend into the area between the lake passage
passage and the water
crawl and strong air currents indicate the likelihood of a connection. Up the arroyo a few
hundred feet from the entrance to S6tano de la Tinaja is a waterfall, part of whose water
cave (116), and further upstream is a pit in the arroyo
by-passes the falls by means of a short cave
(117) now plugged at 30 ft. A pit (119) with a probable passage
passage was discovered above Tinaja,
and in returning to it a blind 150-foot pit (118) was located. Farther away is another blind
pit (15).
S6tano de Soyate (104) is located 500 m south of the road to Cueva Pinta. The entrance
is 50 by 20 ft and the pit drops vertically 646 ft, slightly inclined to the vertical, so that descent is against the wall.
wall. A fissure leads from the bottom of the pit to a 35-foot drop to a
ledge overlooking a large lake. The lake is 400 ft long and 100 ft wide, and is 173 ft deep at
normal water level.
level. From the ledge it is normally a 35-foot drop into the water (only 135 ft
deep at this point), but after heavy rains the water level
level rises above the ledge.
ledge. South along
the trail past Soyate is S6tano del Largarto (54), a 180-foot fissure located just west of the
trail. Cueva Escondida (38) is
is reached by a short road leading north from the Cueva Pinta
passages that have been mined
road. The cave has several hundred feet of rooms and small passages
for nitrates. East of the Cueva Escondida turnoff are two small pits within 10ft of the road,
one to the south (40) and one to the north (39). Both might be pushed with effort.
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The Sistema de Montecillos (68) is formed by the S6tano de Pechojumo (Pichijumo) and
the Sotanito de Montecillos, which are separated only by a short siphon. The Sotanito forms
the largest part of the system and is entered through a 11O-foot
11 O-foot pit half-hidden under a large
rock in the bed of the arroyo upstream from the Pechojumo entrance. From the bottom of
the Sotanito a passage 10 ft wide and 20 ft high goes 400 ft to a complex T-intersection. To
passage some 40 ft wide and 5 to 20 ft high, which is
the right is a half-mile of sinuous lake passage
passage finally ends in a siphon. This
dry at first, but gradually the water deepens and the passage
siphon is only a few ft long and during low water, voice and light communication are possible
from this point to Pechojumo passage.
passage. Left from the T-intersection up a flowstone bank, a
passage 20 ft long and 30 ft high leads to a chimney and a 100-foot drop into a smaller passpasspassage
age, which enlarges and finally drops into a canyon 50 ft wide, 150 ft high, and 200 ft long.
age,
A small squeeze crawl leads to a 60-foot drop into water from a slot in the ceiling of a room
100 by 160 ft. A flowing stream can be followed upstream from this room through large rooms
to a siphon. The Pechojumo entrance is 60 by 40 ft, and 45 ft deep on the arroyo side, but
much higher elsewhere. Back under the arroyo on the upper level a right fork leads to a mud
siphon, and the two left forks form a loop that almost connects with the downstream passage
passage
in the Sotanito. From the downstream side of the Pechojumo entrance a large passage slopes
downward to a 140-foot pit. From the bottom the Lake Passage,
Passage, 40 ft wide and 10 to 20 ft
high, goes 1100 ft to a division. Both passages
passages eventually drop into a high canyon 200 ft long
ending in a deep siphon. Beside the trail leading north by the Sotanito in a flat sheet of limestone is the small pit, S6tano de La Lajita (55), a 20-foot drop into a small room. In the side
of the arroyo between the Sotanito and the Pechojumo entrance is the 11O-foot
11 O-foot long Cueva
de Le6n (56), a good dry camping place, and near the Sotanito is Cueva de las Ratas (89).
S6tano de Jos (53) is another opening in the bottom of an arroyo, the pit apparently taking
all the water even during large floods. The cave is essentially one large fissure.
fissure. A 100-foot
entrance drop is followed by an offset through a hole into the top of a 120-foot fissure. This
fissure averages
averages about 50 ft high and 10ft wide, being at one point partially blocked by flowstone. At the end the fissure widens and a short drop leads to a siphon pool. The cave is
photogenic, with shallow pools and clean walls.
walls. S6tano de las Piedras (80) is located at the
end of the now abandoned section of the arroyo downstream from S6tano de Jos. A 60-foot
passage, which ends in a 90-foot drop into a smaller passage
passage leading to
drop leads to a large passage,
passage 30 ft high by 30 ft wide ends in a siphon. The
a lake. Extending from the lake, a passage
southmost of the Los Sabinos caves, S6tano de Palma Seca (78), is at the end of a now abandoned arroyo that no longer carries water, since the rainfall sinks into cracks. A 100-foot
entrance pit enters one end of a mud-banked room 150 ft long and 30 ft high. There is one
side passage
passage 300 ft long.
Los Monos Area: The relatively flat, central portion of the range from east of K 25 to
near the powerline which runs NE from Valles to Cementos Anahuac.
S6tano del Loro (57) is located on the top of the range west of the southern boundary.
The entrance to this cave is 40 by 100 ft and drops 195 ft to a small talus slope, which leads
to a room 80 ft wide and 60 ft high. From this room a passage
passage extends NW
NW for 700 ft, gently
rising and ending in a flowstone plug. The cave
Zimap{m (128) is
cave is well-decorated. Hoya de Zimapan
just west of S6tano de Loro. The entrance, located at the end of a large sink, is 30 ft high and
100 ft wide, with a 60-foot cliff above the entrance. A breakdown slope leads into the entrance room, 100 ft high, 100 ft wide, and 250 ft long. A large column partly blocks the
passage,
passage, after which it opens up to 100 by 100 ft. The next column completely blocks the
passage
passage except for a small water-scoured hole leading to a 154-foot drop, after which a steep
breakdown slope leads to a flowstone cascade sloping steeply to a 270-foot drop. At the
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bottom a large tubular passage
passage goes to a 226-foot drop into the end of a room 700 by 300 ft
and 150 ft high. The floor of this room is covered with small travertine dams. There are also
some blade-like projections of rock, all that is left of walls that once divided the room.
Cueva de los Monos and S6tano de los Monos (65) are connected and so are considered
as one cave.
cave. Cueva de los Monos is a horizontal cave about 200 ft long, with monkey-like
petroglyphs that give
give the cave (and area) its name. The horizontal cave is perched over and
opens into the s6tano, a minimum 464-foot drop. The S6tano can also be entered through
holes in the floor of the cave. The S6tano is a shaft approximately 100 by 50 ft, and from the
bottom a 20-foot climb-up and a squeeze lead to a 180-foot pit and three IS-foot drops to a
generally walking-size
walking-size passage 1200 ft long. Toward the end the cave
cave becomes smaller and a
73-foot drop leads to a lower level.
level. Both levels
levels end shortly, the lower in a small flowstoneOrqu{dea
blocked pit. Total depth, including the upper horizontal cave, is 951 ft. S6tano de Orqufdea
~nd small rooms. Near Monos
(75), 100 ft north of the pit, drops into a complex of fissures and
are several small pits: the deepest, 400 yds NE, is S6tano de la
Ia Culebra (29), actually two
parallel shafts. To the east along the trail are S6tano Doble del Norte (31), which drops 40
ft to a hole too small to enter; 20 ft to the south is Doble del Sur (32). East of the double
is S6tano Este
pits a trail leads past 2 small pits (66) (67). To the ENE across a shallow sink is
Higueron (51), entered by a circular,
(41). Two hundred m NE of Monos is Hoya de Higuer6n
vertically-walled sink 150 ft in diameter that can be climbed, thanks to convenient vines.
vines.
From this sink a slope leads down 100 ft into the cave, which is essentially one large siltfloored room, 120 ft wide and 500 ft long. Just south of the Monos dolina is S6tano del
Nopal Grande, a 289-foot blind pit developed along a fissure that has produced a line of small
sinks.

Taninul Area: The area south of the powerline which goes NE of Cd. Valles to east of
Taninul
Hotel Covadonga.
S6tano Cincuenta y Seis (14) is an inconspicuous pit at the south edge of a field near
31 ft to an
the power line above the village
village of Las Palmas. The entrance is small and drops 31
offset, then to a 295-foot drop. Total depth is 511 ft. One hundred meters to the south is
S6tano de Gadsden (45), a somewhat larger pit 10ft by 15 ft dropping over a series of
ledges to a natural bridge at about 300 ft and finally ending in a small room at 443 ft. South
of S6tano de Gadsden is a 30-foot incompletely checked pit (49), and to the north under
the power line is a 100-foot pit (46). South of the power line are two pits (47) (48) in the
Seis. There are six recorded caves
caves at the La Colmena
same field with S6tano Cincuenta y Seis.
NW of San Felipe. The largest is Cueva de la Colmena (16), the SE-most known cave
mines NW
at the mines. The entrance is a sink 20 ft wide and 40 ft long, barely climbable at one corner. A steep slope leads down to a hole in the right wall,
wall, taking a sharp left tum and concave. Near the
tinuing down to a 20-foot drop into a series of fissures that form the main cave.
road is a 40-foot pit (18), behind that is a short cave (21), and under a nearby ledge is a
passage. Above the ledge, 100 ft west, is
walk-in cave (20) 100 ft long with 50 ft of side passage.
Vine Pit (19), leading to a short horizontal passage.
passage. Farther west, 150 ft from the road, is
a pit (17) by a soyate. There are several deep pits dug by phosphate prospectors along the
road to the west. Cueva del Nacimiento del Rio Choy (12) is composed of pits interconnecting two horizontal sections, an upper dry level (locally Cueva del Virgen from a forlevel where the
mation thought to resemble the Virgin of Guadalupe), and the lower river level
Rio Choy flows from a deep lake over several travertine dams before it leaves
leaves the entrance.
level is
is about 100 ft above the lower. The area
Both levels
levels are about 200 ft long; the upper level
surrounding the entrance has been landscaped as a private park. Just to the north of the
cave is a fissure cave (13) about 150 ft long. Cueva de Valdosa (121) is a 400-foot long,
cave
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generally walking-size tunnel with some small side domes. The cave is located in the center of the
El Abra Pass and the entrance is visible north of the highway. Across the highway from Valdosa
is a small 30-foot pit (122). Cueva de Taninul n. 4 (110) is one of the speleologic sights of the
El Abra, as it is easily accessible by a path from the highway just west of the railroad tunnel. No
lights are needed to traverse the cave's 600 ft of passage, since numerous skylights light the way.
Cueva de Mariposa (63) is a small cave across the highway. Cueva de Taninul n. 3 (109) has not
been visited by AMCS members, but Bonet's map shows it to be composed of two passages: one
30 m long with a skylight and the other 15 m long with a smaller skylight. This cave is about 1 km
south of Taninul n. 4. Taninul n. 2 (108) is about 300 ft north of Taninul n. 1 and 250 ft above
the foot of the hill behind Hotel Taninul. Near the entrance a side passage trends north, but the
main cave goes west and crosses a fissure 200 ft inside the cave. Taninul n. 1 (107) is directly behind the Hotel Taninul, only a few feet from the swimming pool and fed by a nearby sulphur
spring. The entrance has been converted to a dance pavilion with tables and a bar. The unaltered
portion is about 300 ft of small passage eventually becoming too small to traverse.
EI Pujal Area: The extreme southern portion of the range south of Hotel Covadonga to the
end of the range at EI Pujal.
S6tano del Toro (120) is a small cave located east of La Caldera, consisting of a fissure at
the bottom of a shallow sink that drops 10ft to where water fills the fissure. Blind fish can be
seen swimming by daylight. Two low crawlways extend south from the sink. Cueva Grande (50)
is located 5 km north of EI Pujal on a brush-covered slope. The cave is divided into two parts:
a crawlway about 500 ft long, and a larger 400-foot passage with two skylights. S6tano de
Manuel (62) is about 2 km north from Cueva Chica in a shallow arroyo: two passages lead from
the base of a climbable IS-foot sink and total about 1000 ft. S6tano de Fer-de-Lance (42) is
located in brush about I km north of Cueva Chica and has not been entered due to the snake
which gives it its name. Cueva Chica (10) is located at the end of a shallow arroyo 2 km N of
EI Pujal. In this cave the blind cave fish of the EI Abra were first discovered. From the entrance
an almost horizontal passage 20 ft wide and 10 ft high leads south for 350 ft to a series of rooms
with deep pools which extend 400 ft to a terminal siphon, lying at about the level of the river
at EI Pujal. There are also several incompletely explored crawlways along the west side of the
main passage. A small sink about 300 m SE of Cueva Chica provides the entrance to a tortuous
crawlway (11) at least 300 ft long. The crawlway is difficult to traverse, but getting through the
breakdown at the entrance is even more difficult. A few hundred meters farther south are Las
Cuatas, the twin pits that both drop 90 ft to water. The entrances are about 20 ft apart in the
bottom of a sink, but the northeasternmost (27) drops into one end of a breakdown-floored
passage, while the other (26) is a blind pit. Two meters south of Las Cuatas is Cueva or S6tano
(it is locally called both) del Mante (58), about 100 m N of where the range disappears under
the alluvium of the Rio Tampa6n. Cueva del Mante consists of a short passage sloping steeply
downward to a room 30 ft wide, 40 ft long, and 20 ft high, bordered with mud banks. A small
crawlway, probably normally flooded, leads to another room of about the same size. A small
water-filled passage continues. Pozo de EI Pujal (82) is a cave at the bottom of a shallow well
(really an artificially covered sink) in an isolated hill of limestone on the east edge of El Pujal.
Pujal,
The cave is essentially a low room; the well water is not recommended for drinking.
Tantobal Area: The isolated outcrop of limestone along highway 85 south of the R(o
Rfo
Tampa6n between Santiaguillo and Tantobal.
Cueva del Nilo (69) is east of the highway just north of Santiaguillo; and water from this
short stream passage is used for washing. On the hill just south of Santiaguillo is Cueva de
Tantobal (112). Here two sink entrances connect with a fissure. A 20-foot vampire bat guanocovered drop leads into the fissure, and smaller upper level passages also connect with the top
of the fissure; other passages across the fissure are unreachable without climbing equipment.
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Just south of Cueva de Tantobal at the bottom of a sink, a small gully sinks in breakdown and a
little work would open up a cave. Across the highway from this sink is Cueva del RaIz
Rafz (87), a
sloping sink to a horizontal passage with a large root following it.
Salsipuedes Area: The isolated limestone hill west of Rancho Nacimiento.
Cueva del Nacimiento del RIo Coy (25) is located about 50 ft above the nacimiento. An
entrance 5 by 4 ft quickly enlarges to a large passage leading down to a room with a skylight.
From this room a passage climbs over a pile of breakdown to a lake of swiftly flowing water.

************
PROJECT AT LA CIENEGA, MUNICIPIO DE PINAL DE AMOLES, QUERETARO
by John W.
W. Greer
In April 1972 Craig Bittinger, Clark Lillie, and I conducted an initial reconnaissance in
the La Cienega area south of El S6tano (AMCS News, v. III, no. 5, p. 100). The area is due
west of Ayutla, north of Ahuacatllin,
Ahuacatlan, south of the river, and bordered on the southwest by
the high sierras. The initial survey located a very high density of pits, many of which were
quite deep, and what appeared to be a couple of possibly long cave systems. Plans were made
for a return to the area the end of May when school let out, as part of the AMCS summer
activities from their field headquarters in Cd. Valles.
As time for the project neared, preliminary arrangements were made by Frank Binney,
Barbara Vinson, and Walt Rosenthal. This consisted of acquiring the necessary letters of
introduction and permission from the governmental officers in Pinal de Amoles and Ahuacatlan, and making arrangements with the local juez in La Cienega. They also did further
catllin,
limited reconnaissance in what here is called Area B, the high Cerro Mula ridge west of La
Cienega.
On May 28 a large group of AMCS cavers invaded La Cienega by mule train from
Ahuacatlan and made headquarters at the school. Field work was carried out for the next
Ahuacatllin
2 weeks, with what seemed a constant influx and exodus of cavers. The following local
groups were represented: University Speleological Society of Austin, Texas; Southwest
Texas Grotto of San Marcos; Dallas - Ft. Worth Grotto, Texas; Texas A & I Grotto of Kingsville, Texas; Pan American Speleological Society of Edinburg, Texas; Southern California
Grotto of Pasadena; Dogwood City Grotto, Georgia; Huntsville Grotto, Alabama; and
McMaster University Caving and Climbing Club of Hamilton, Ontario.
From La Cienega, one-day reconnaissance teams continued to locate speleo features,
primarily vertical pits. A numbering system was begun with an AMCS series of cave numbers
for Mexico. Numbers on small aluminum discs were nailed to rocks or trees at most of the
pits which were entered. In most cases, sketch maps (including plans and or profiles) were
made when a pit was entered and notes were taken of observed features. In addition to the
speleo survey, individuals also conducted research on geographical, geological, and archeological projects.
For convenience, the La Cienega region is divided here into three areas: Area A. La
Cienega proper and the areas up the valley above town; Area B, the high hillside area of
Cerro Mula across the canyon west of La Cienega; and Area C.
C. the drainage of Cafiade de
las Tinajitas, a large, deep canyon containing S6tano de Buque southwest of La Cienega.
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Following is a general summary of the findings in each area. Future reports will detail
such subjects as pit exploration by the project, S6tano de Buque, geological notes, and archeological reconnaissance.
Area A (*entered)
AMCS No.
AMCS
*1
*1
*2
*3
*19
*20
*21
*22
*23
50

Length
?

15
120
?
?

?
?

225
?
?

?
?
?

Depth
155
98
485
60
50
223
90
0
50
100
70+
200+
125

Description and Remarks
Pit (S6tano Tapado)
Pit
Pit (S6tano de Paila); entrance drop
470 ft.
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Horizontal cave (Las Tranto)
Pit
Pit
Pit (S6tano de Lagunita)
Pit (S6tano del Raiza}),
Raizal), tapado
Pit (S6tano de Ladera de Jose Espinosa)

Area B (*entered)
AMCSNo.
*4
*5
*6
*7
*8
*9
*10
*11
*12
*13
*14
*15
*16

Length
12
20
?
50
20
175

Depth
200
120
339
35
120
116+

15
40
10
50
55

80
120
50
132
55
490

?
??

240
175+

?

Description and Remarks
Pit (S6tano de Puerto Coyote)
Pit (S6tano de Pino)
Pit (S6tano de El Pino)
Pit
Pit
Cave with vertical drops (Joya del
Ranchito de la Mesa)
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit (S6tano de Callejon), entrance
drop 435 ft)
Pit (S6tano de Bernal)
Pit

Note: Many other pits are located all over this hill. Many were visited on the initial
and second reconnaissance trips, but they were not adequately recorded to be
included here.
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Area C.
C. Speleo Summary (*entered)
AMCS No. Length

*17
*17
*18
*18

115
115

*29
*30
31
31
32
*33
*33
34
*35
*35
*36
*37
*38
*38

312+
312+
32
20+
20+

*51
52
53

54

*--

?

250
?

18
18
150
40
160
160
?
?
?
?

40
?
?
?
?
?

Depth

123
123
1549
1549
20
34
20+
30
177
177
175+
175+
12
12
74
131
336
42

2pO+
15+
30+
30+
60
?

80+
80+
150+
150+
175+
175+
100
100
60

Description and Remarks
Cave with pit (Cueva Encantada)
Cave
Long vertically oriented floodwater cave
cave
(S6tano de Buque). Believed
Believed to be
the fourth deepest cave in Mexico.
Cave
Cave
Pit
Pit
Pit
cave, dipping.
Horizontal cave,
Pit
Pit
passage
Pit with some passage
Pit (S6tano de Tinaja Verde)
Large pit (S6tano de Mexo), entrance drop
Large
275
275 ft.
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Horizontal cave,
cave, dipping
Pit (S6tano de Roble)
Pit (S6tano Carbonera)
Pit (Chiniyal n. 1)
Pit (Chiniyal n. 2)
Pit

Area C. Archeological Summary
1.
1. Seven stone ruins, either individual houses or more complex groups.
2. One probable stone tomb or walled entrance to a small horizontal cave.
cave.
3. Several
Several portions of old stone walls.
walls.
4. Four nonvertical caves with pottery (two others were reported, one also with
human skeletons). Most apparently were used as water sources.
5. Several rockshelters with pottery.
6. One cave with a deep internal pit with pottery in the pit.
7. A pit with lower passage
passage containing several whole ceramic vessels
vessels - six jars and
one bowl.
8. Deep freefall
free fall pit with charcoal and possible old torches in the bottom. An old stone
house is adjacent to this pit.
9. Bedrock tinajas and old fields with surrounding pottery shards and obsidian flakes.
10.
10. Mercury mine with ore suitable for red paint.
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"LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS"
by Ulises E. Victoria
"Take only pictures," this is one of two sentences that form a commandment recited by
certain young people on leaving a place they have just visited. In truth it is a "commandment"
as we know it in the religious sense of the word, and it is above all an idea full of a philosophy
which we do teach, but which we have forgotten or perhaps never practiced.
The authors of this saying are a group of young people, students of the University of
Texas, with whom I was in contact on one of my last trips to the capital of Texas, the city
of Austin. They are dedicated to the exploration of caves, grottos, caverns, fissures, and cracks
in the earth's surface. This enthusiasm is derived from two sources: interest in adventure and
interest in geology. They enjoy studying how the earth was formed and at the same time, living
living
in contact with nature in its impressive works of architecture, artwork, decoration and construction over millions of years, left there in a cave so that one day humans would come to rejoice
their sight and spirit with the contemplation of such marvels. These young men are true naturalists. They are also hippies.
When they finish the exploration of a grotto or cave, on reaching the exit, ready to climb
once more into their vehicle and enter into ordinary daily life, they pause. As if they were taking
inventory. They all check among themselves for the following: If they left any forgotten object,
IF THEY LEFT GARBAGE OR RUBBISH, or cans, or anything else not part of the natural
setting of the place. On ascertaining that all is in order, then they say, "We leave only footprints."
Then comes the other part of the saying, likewise of great importance. We
We all are given to
taking with us some memento of whatever place we visit and if we enter a cave, well then, we
see an opportunity of taking with us a stalactite (those which grow from the roof downward)
or stalagmite (those which grow from the floor up). The fact is that these young people see
in a cave a species of temple full of natural relics which deserve all our respect. We
We may touch
them, caress them, look at them, photograph them, BUT NOT DESTROY THEM. There they
were placed by Nature, and there they should stay. This is the other thought they have at the
exit, and it is then they say, "WE TAKE ONLY PHOTOGRAPHS."
How much learning in these two phrases! All of us, the clean ones, we who bathe daily,
we go to a forest and we leave it inundated with paper, trash, etc. The same thing happens at
the beach, in the country, at the riverside, and in whatever place we visit on excursions. Ah,
I forgot: we go to the cinema and fill the floor with bits of paper, boxes, package wrappings,
cigarettes, etc. When we go to a cave, we leave all the junk we have extra or that gets in our
way, while THE HIPPIES LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS. And there is more against us: this
stupid custom of putting our names on the walls of such places, leaving proof that we were
there. In our majestic Sierra de Chipinque, there are many true natural monuments or works
of art. But on them are the names and dates of Miss
Miss and Mr.
Mr. So-and-so that happened to be
there one day. These people bathe daily, but leave their names there, while the hippies have
left only their footprints. Frequently I cross Loma Larga by the highway that goes to Chipinque. There one finds an excellent natural book about how the hills and mountains were
formed. It is an excellent view for the geologist and the tourist. But the fact is that political
parties always have painted all over it with their useless propaganda. This lesson of the hippies
goes for them, too.
In the "residential" section of Colinia del Valle, one always finds broken glass thrown
in the streets. One night, I was walking in one of these streets BECAUSE THERE ARE
PRACTICALLY NO SIDEWALKS (nor lighting). (For this reason the quotation marks and
the interrogative sense to the word "residential.") I was walking, I repeat, and there passed
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GOOD)
close to me a truck full of young men and women (presumably of those which we call GOOD)
and their amusement was
was to go along throwing out empty soft drink bottles to watch them
explode. Here is the explanation of that ever-present glass.
glass. I stood watching these "good"
kids who had bathed this morning and would do so the next morning and mentally I also
saw a truck full of hippie kids who passed through the same street and THEY LEFT ONLY
FOOTPRINTS.
Personally I don't agree with hippies. But we ought to remember that it was they who
lit the fuse on the question of atmospheric pollution and awoke the world to the dangerous
problem of environmental pollution in general. Or it may be that these citizens, in their role
of true naturalists, wish to defend all nature. But the fact is that now they have given
given us
another lesson and a very good one: we should avoid littering and conserve the beauties of
nature.
I believe that some newspaper, some institution or the government itself should initiate a campaign which would be of greatest benefit for all of us based on these two phrases:
"WE LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS; WE TAKE ONLY PHOTOGRAPHS."
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Dejcmos
Deiamos 5610
las Huellas
Ulises E. Victoria
Victoria
"Sacamos s610 fotografias". Estas dos frases
frases forman
una oracion que dicen unos
unos muchachos al abandonar un
Ingar
Iugar que acaban de visitar.- Realmente es una "oracion"
como 10 conocemos
conocemosdesde
desde e1 punta de vista religioso yes,
sobre todo,
todo, un pensamiento lleno de filosofia que nos
enseiia a1go que tenemos olvidado
olvidado 0 que quizas nunca
hemos practicado.
practicado.
Los
Los autores de esa oracion, son un grupo de muchachos
estudiantes de la Universidad de Texas, con quienes
estuve en contacto en alguno de mis liltimos
ultimos viajes a la
Capital de Texas, la Ciudad de Austin.- Ellos son unos
unos
entusiastas de la exp10racion
exploracion de grutas, cuevas, cabernas, grietas y fallas de la corteza terrestre. Esta
afici6n les viene por dos lados: por la ventura y por el
interes
interes en cuestiones geoI6gicas.geoI6gicas.- Les gusta estudiar
como
como fue que se formo
forme nuestra Tierra y a la vez vivir en
contacto con
con1anaturaleza
1a naturaleza en sus formidables trabajos de
arquitectura, orfebreria, decoracion y construccion a 10
largo de millones de anos, dejados am en alguna cueva
para que un dia vinieramos los
los humanos a regocijar
regocijar
nuestra vista y nuestro espiritu con la contemplaci6n de
esas maravillas.- Esos muchachos son unos naturalistas
consumados.consumados.- Ademas, son hippies.
Cuando
Cuando terminaron 1a
1a exploracion de una cueva, 0
gruta, al llegar a la salida para tomar de nuevo su vehiculo
hiculo e incorporarse a la vida diaria, hacen una pausa.
Como
Como si hicieran un balance. Checan todos entre si los
algun objeto 01aspectos siguientes: Si dejaron 0 no algful
vidado. SI DEJARON BASURA 0 DESPERDICIOS, 00
vidado.
envases 0 cualquiera otra cosa que no
no estaba en forma
natural en aquellugar.- AI
AI comprobar que todo esta en
orden, es cuando dicen: "Dejemos solo
solo las huellas".
huellas",
Viene
Viene despues 1asegunda
1a segunda parte y de suma importancia
tambien,
tambien. Todos
Todos somos
somos muy dados a llevarnos algo de
recuerdo de cua1quierlugar
cua1quier lugar que visitemos y si entramos a
una gruta, pues veremos la manera de sacar con nosotros
alguna estalactita (las que crecen del techo hacia abajo)
o una estalagmita, (las que crecen del suelo hacia arriba).- Es e1 caso que estos muchachos yen en una gruta
una especie de temple
temp10 lleno
lleno de reliquias naturales que
merecen todo nuestro respeto. Podemos tocarlas,
acariciarlas, verlas, fotografiarlas, PERO NO
NO DESDESTRUIRLAS.- Ahi
Ahi fueron hechas por la naturaleza yahi
deben quedarse.- Esta es la otra reflexion que hacen a la
salida y es cuando dicen:

"SACAMOS SOLO FOTOGRAFIAS".
iCuanta enseftanza
enseftanza en esas dos frases! Todosnosotros,
Todos nosotros,
los limpios, los que nos banamos a diario, vamos a un
bosque
bosque y 10 dejamos inundado de papeles, desperdicios,
etc.- Igual sucede en la playa, en e1 campo, en e1 rio y en
cuanto 1ugar
lugar a que vayamos de excursion.excurslon- jAh!.
jAh!. Se me
olvidaba: vamos a1
a1 cine y llenamos e1 piso de pape1es,
cajas, envolturas, ~igarrillos etc. Cuando
Cuando vamos
Vllmos a una
cueva, dejamos tooo
todo 10 que nos
nos sobre 00 nos estorbe,
MIENTRAS LOS HIPPIES DEJARON
DEJARON SOLO LAS
HUELLAS.- Y hay mas en contra nuestra: esa estupida
costumbre de poner nuestros nombres en las paredes de
esos 1ugares.
lugares. EL DEJAR ahi constancia de que esSierra de Chipinque,
tuvimos.- En nuestra majestuosa Sierra
hay mas de un verdadero monumento u obra de arte
natural. Pues am estan los nombres fie.fieAaB del fulanito
y 1afulanita
1a fulanita que tal dia estuvieron am. Estos "fulanitos"
se bafian
banan a diario, pero dejaron ahi sus nombres, mientras
los hippies hubieran dejado solo sus huellas. Con
Con
frecuencia cruzo la Lorna
Lorna Larga por la carretera hacia
hada
Chipinque. Am se encuentra un excelente libro natural de
como
como fue que se formaron las lomas y los cerros. Es una
excelente vista para el geologoy
geologo y para el turista. Pero es
el caso que los partidos politicos
politicos siempre 10 han pinpintarrajeado con su INUTIL
INUTIL propaganda.- Para ellos va
tambien
tambisn esa enseftanza
enseftanza de los Hippies.
Hippies.
En la "Residencial" Colonia del Valle, siempre
stempre en·
encuentra uno vidrios tirados en las calles. Una noche,
noche,
caminaba yo por una de las calles PORQUE
PORQUE CASI NO
NO
HAY BANQUETAS (Tampoco hay alumbrado. Por eso
las camillas y la interrogaci6n a 10 "residencial"). Caminaba, repito, y pas6 junto ami una camioneta llena de
uchachos y muchachas (supuestamente de los
los que llamamos BIEN) y su diversi6n era ir tirando botellas de rereo
frescos vacios para que explotaran.
explotaran. Ahi esta la explkaci6n
plicacion de los siempre presentes vidrios. Me
Me quede
viendo a esos "muchachos bien" que se habian baftado
viendo
baftado
esa manana y 10
harlan a la maftana
manana siguiente y men10 harian
talmente vi tambien a una camioneta llena de muchachos
y muchachas hippies que pasaban por la misma calle y
DEJABAN SOLO SUS
SUS HUELLAS.
Personalmente yo no estoy de acuerdo con los hippies.
hippies.
Pero debemos recordar que fueron e110s quienes prendieron la mecha en la cuestion de la contamination
atrnosferica
atmosterica e hicieron despertar a todo mundo
mundo sobre el
peligroso
peligroso problema de la contaminacion ambiental en
general. 0 sea que estos ciudadanos, en su caracter de
naturalistas consumados, quieren defender todo 10 natural.- Pues es el caso que ahora nos
nos han dado otra leccion
leccion
y muy buena: Debemos
Debemos evitar el problema de la basura
basura y
debemos conservar las bellezas naturales.
Creo
Creo que algful
algun periodico,
periodico, alguna Institucion 0 el propio
propio
Gobierno
Gobiernodeberia
deberia iniciar una campana que seria de sumo
beneficio
beneficio para la colectividad, basada en esas dos sellselltencias: "DEJAMOS
"DEJAMOS SOLO LAS HUELLAS. SACAMOS
SOLO FOTOGRAFIAS.

